
WATER SAVING 
Mountain can hold water, Metabolism Mountains
can hold water and collect rainwater too.
Triangular tanks allocate water to different family.

houses

tanks Hexagon can use space efficiently

rainwater
rainwater

living clean water

Wash toilet
or Water plants

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Encourage space saving      
give in return to Natural.
 

wintersummer

METABOLISM

METABOLISM
Mountains 

Prevent excessive expansion of the city and save the natural

The circle of the Metabolism Mountains can dowm the Shanghai MTR Line 4. All citizens are not far from the work place and enc-
ourage people to use public transport.
The mountains can providing shelter for five million people. The young, the elderly, migrant workers will have there own home.
Shanghai is a city has everything but mountains, this Skyscraperwill give Shanghai a new mark. Construction create a natural environment.

Metabolism mountains for living

The Shanghai city

Natural

in
Shanghai

Houses of vulnerable groups are always changing. But real estate agency never build houses which can be remodel by 
the owner, The government don’t allow people to remodel there houses according with wishes.
But during thousands of years of history, people build their houses themselfs, and remodel their home when the family 
changes. The Kowloon Walled City disappear in 1980’s, but The Vertical Village never disappear in different cities. Peo-
ple need to changing their home by years, we should offer this design for them.
On the other hand, nowadays environmental problems are serious. The Vertical Village should not be troublemaker but
an environment saver.an environment saver.
 
 

The process of the village formation

Crane for metabolism

houses can change freely
when family changes.

Mike

HFC-1602

Mike & Lily first child big family children grow up
and leave the home
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Unified parts & easy rebuild

This process in vertical space


